L.C. Bates Museum
July 2019
Activities Calendar
Saturday, July 6th, 1 - 2pm
Old Time Toys
Take a trip through history and explore some of
the popular games kids played a hundred years
ago! Roll a hoop, play a proper Victorian game
called Graces, try a ring toss, write on a slate
board and more, as well as making a craft to take
home.

Saturday, July 13th, 1 - 2pm
Teddy Bear Tea
Bring your own favorite stuffed animal, and join
us for iced tea or lemonade as we share the
origin story of the teddy bear!
We will also chat about Maine’s real bears —
did you know that, despite their fearsome
reputation, black bears are primarily foragers,
killing less than 1% of their total diet?

Saturday, July 20th, 10- 11:30
A Trip to the Moon:
50th Anniversary of the Apollo 11 Landing
Today is the 50th anniversary of the Apollo 11
mission, when the first humans walked on the
surface of Earth’s moon.
To celebrate, we are bringing out our fun moon
themed games and activities. Learn what causes an
eclipse, plot a course for your moon rover to pick
up rock samples, launch a bottle rocket, see how
craters are formed, and more!

Thursday, July 25, 7 PM
Fish Tales, The History of the L.C. Bates
Blue Marlin caught by Ernest
Hemingway
Hemmingway scholar, Susan Beegel will present an
illustrated talk about the Blue Marlin in the museum
caught by Hemingway and the Maine taxidermist
who mounted it, Fred C. N. Parke. Ms Beegel will provide us with the interesting story of Fred C. N. Parke
of Bangor, ME and his work mounting salt water
game fish specimens, which was his specialty. The
recent Hemingway Review featured an article by Ms
Beegel on her research and discoveries about the
marlin and its taxidermist that she will share during
her talk.

Admission - Adults: $3 - Under 18: $1
*Activities included with admission unless otherwise noted*

Saturday, July 27th, 1 0 AM
Birds that Fish!
Maine is a land of magnificent waterways,
drawing visitors from all over for world-class
fishing. Some birds love to fish, too! From
Osprey to Heron, learn about the special
adaptations and behaviors these birds use to
catch their dinner.

Saturday, July 27, 1 PM
Tea With Mattie
Wadsworth
Dressed up as entomologist Mattie
Wadsworth, a lover of insects, Serena will tell
us about Mattie and show us her early 1900”s
insect collection. Speaking as Mattie, she will
tell us about the importance of her collection
and what it as like to be a woman entomologist over 100 years ago. We will look at one
very special butterfly in the collection. Mattie
will serve tea and we will make an insect craft
to take home.

It’s not too late to sign up
for summer day camps!
Hands-on History ♦ 7/1 - 7/3
Maine Birds and Animals ♦ 7/8 7/12
Camp Rock ♦ 7/15 - 7/19
Astronomy Adventures ♦ 7/22 - 7/26
Naturalist Camp ♦ 7/29 - 8/2
Wetland & Forest Discovery ♦ 8/5 8/9
Junior Curators ♦ 8/12 - 8/16

L.C. Bates Museum
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